


OVERVIEW

The sordid lives of an addict, an ex-con, and a luchador collide when 
an organ harvesting caper goes very, very wrong.
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When a simple organ harvesting caper goes awry, a twist of fate unites three of society’s forgotten and 
ignored: EL MONSTRUO, a disgraced Mexican wrestler working as hired muscle for a local crime boss. 
CRYSTAL, a recovering addict desperate enough to arrange a black market kidney transplant to save 
her husband’s life. And RANDY, a loveable two-strike convict fresh out of prison, cursed with a full-face 
swastika tattoo and a best friend guilting him into some hair-brained kidnapping scheme. 

As the sordid lives of these small-time criminals collide, they must fight tooth and nail to save a pregnant 
woman from a certain, and surely gruesome, death.

SYNOPSIS



CAST

NICKI MICHEAUX

An ensemble leading man in the classic spirits of Dana 
Andrews, Sterling Hayden, Jack Palance & Ralph 
Meeker, Mark has brought his own unique style & 
process to roles with attention from the Cannes Direc-
tors Fortnight, Sundance, Locarno, Deauville & Venice  
International Film Festivals & the Academy of Motion Pic-
ture Arts & Sciences.

When it’s time to bring a character to life, actress Nicki 
Micheaux delivers. Known for her capacity to display 
a wide range of emotions, she’s had recurring roles on 
some of today’s most popular dramatic series, delivering 
memorable performances each time.

Nicki currently recurs on the TNT hit “Animal Kingdom” 
as the badass Detective Yates. She spent 4 seasons 
as Jen Sutton, a strong independent and supportive 
wife and mother on the ABC Family series, “Lincoln 
Heights” which garnered her two NAACP Image Award  
Nominations for Outstanding Actress in a Drama Series. 
Her resume reads like a guide to good television, tak-
ing on roles such as the tortured, drug-addicted sister of  
police officer Keith Charles on “Six Feet Under,” the fearless undercover detective Trish George on “The Shield,” and 
the sexy temptress on the acclaimed Showtime series “Soul Food” just to name a few.

Nicki has shown Hollywood that she can stand and deliver next to the best, while never compromising her integrity or 
professionalism. Her portrait of a strong spiritual woman on “Lincoln Heights” is a true reflection of who she is and how 
she lives her life: uplifting women and fighting for the rights of others. She currently gives her time and energy to the fight 
against poverty worldwide with her work with Oxfam International.

Nicki takes the time to share her inspirational life story through motivational speaking, touching on subjects such as  
family, spirituality, and embracing your dreams.

MARK BURNHAM



FILMMAKERS
RYAN PROWS, Director

TOMM FONDLE, Writers

Ryan is a Filmmaker, a Southerner, and a Gentleman of the highest caliber. He 
received an MFA in Directing from the American Film Institute and won a Student 
Academy Award for his thesis film Narcocorrido.

He has written and directed content for a variety of platforms including Masked 
Intruder, a horror/thriller feature for Fox Digital Studios, The Hotel Alexis  
music video Gold Tonight, as well as numerous web series, sketches, and branded  
content for leading online channels including Boomerang Kids for YouTube’s  
Official Comedy. Ryan is currently developing Narcocorrido as a feature project.

Ryan is represented by Jason Burns and Emerson Davis at United Talent Agency, 
managed by Nate Matteson at The Gotham Group, and repped for commercial 
work at Yay Big Productions. He resides in Los Angeles with his wife Megan, a  
foppish dandy of a dog, and an alright cat. Lowlife is his debut feature film.

Tomm Fondle is a Los Angeles based comedy collective founded in 2009 by Tim Cairo, Jake Gibson, Shaye Ogbonna, 
Ryan Prows, and Maxwell Towson after meeting at the American Film Institute. Tomm Fondle has produced branded 
content, short sketches, and episodic series for television and the web. Lowlife is their debut feature film.



FILMMAKERS

Los Angeles native Narineh Hacopian is a graduate of the American Film  
Institute and a producer of independent features, award-winning short films, 
music videos and branded content. Her credits include Bitch (Sundance 2017), 
The Loner (Tribeca 2016), Southbound (TIFF 2015), Band of Robbers (LA Film  
Festival 2015), The Frontier (SXSW 2015), and the film adaptation of Neil  
LaBute’s Some Girl(s) (SXSW 2013).

Narineh has also worked at Gore Verbinksi’s BlindWink Productions, the  
Kennedy/Marshall Company and Mike Medavoy’s Phoenix Pictures. 

Her next production, Amy in the Air, is currently in development. Lowlife is a 
labor of love and Narineh can’t wait to share it with the world.

Derek Bishé is a Los Angeles based independent film producer. He started 
in this industry with Chicago-based The Onion, working on their original  
videos, branded content projects, and long form web series. Since relocating to 
LA, Derek has focused on films that explore under-represented stories through 
unique narrative lenses. 

His work has been seen at major festivals, including SXSW (Animals, 2014; The 
Frontier, 2015), Tribeca (The Loner, 2016), and Sundance (First Girl I Loved, 
2016; Bitch, 2017). His most recent producing endeavor, a western set in the 
distant post-2016-election wasteland, is in post-production for a 2017 festival 
debut. 

Derek can’t wait for Lowlife to melt your face.

NARINEH HACOPIAN, Producer

DEREK BISHÉ, Producer

TIM CAIRO, Producer
Tim is a proud Canadian, a former lawyer, and a graduate 
of the American Film Institute where he received the David 
Pincus Memorial Award for screenwriting.  

Tim has written for companies like ESPN, Yahoo Screen, 
Maker Studios, and Bedrocket Media. He has produced  
music videos for Kendrick Lamar, E-40, Ab-Soul, and several 
others. 

Lowlife is his first feature film.



FILMMAKERS

BENJAMIN KITCHENS, Cinematographer
Benjamin is a product of Atlanta, raised in Maryland, battle-hard-
ened in Philadelphia. He double majored in music and film at Drexel  
University and attended AFI for cinematography. He received an ASC 
Heritage Award Honorable Mention and was nominated for Kodak’s 
Award for Excellence in Cinematography for the Student Academy 
Award-winning film Narcocorrido.

Benjamin has since photographed a multitude of narrative,  
documentary, commercial, and music video projects, including Myrna 
the Monster for MTV, which made its world premiere at the 2015 
Sundance Film Festival and was an Official Selection at SXSW 2015. 
Benjamin was featured in an article in the July 2015 issue of American 
Cinematographer magazine for the film.

Benjamin is represented by Lynne Richardson at Artistry and lives in 
Los Angeles with his wife Elizabeth and their daughter.

CALLIE ANDREADIS, Production Designer

Callie grew up in Athens, Greece and moved to Glasgow, Scotland in 
pursuit of her training in the visual arts. Fresh out of art school she got 
her first exposure to filmmaking, which ultimately led her to an MFA 
in Production Design at AFI. Her thesis film Narcocorrido, directed 
by Ryan Prows, was awarded silver at the 39th Student Academy 
Awards. 

Since graduation she has worked as an assistant art director on 
both film and TV projects, such as True Detective Season 2 and War 
of the Planet of the Apes. She has also designed on a number of 
music videos and commercials, which include collaborations with  
Sia + Daniel Askill, Young Replicant, Bridget Savage Cole, Tucker 
Walsh, and Kahlil Joseph. Examples of her narrative work can be 
seen in Myrna the Monster, directed by Ian Samuels and premiered 
at Sundance 2015, and the upcoming feature Sierra Burgess is a  
Loser, by the same director and produced by Black Label Media. 
Callie’s work as a designer combines her sensibilities as a painter and 
her love of film and storytelling. 

Based in Los Angeles, Callie is represented by Gregg Dallesandro 
and Lynne Richardson at Artistry.



Florian Bertmer is quite an enigma. Little is known about the  
German-born artist but we do know that he recently moved to Los An-
geles, CA.  He has a flair for the macabre and a profound knowledge 
of the occult and most likely knows more about it than Crowley himself.

His unique and insanely detailed style draws inspiration from  
traditional pen and ink illustrators such as Alphonse Mucha, Geoff  
Darrow, Pushead and Mike Mignola.  He started his career in 1999 
creating record covers and music merchandise for a wide variety of 
legendary bands such as Napalm Death, Converge, Dillinger Escape 
Plan, The Misfits, Mastodon and Agoraphobic Nosebleed, just to 
name a few. 

After over 15 years as an illustrator, he made his way into the realm of movie posters, creating art for such films such as 
Holy Mountain, Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Swamp Thing and Planet of the Apes.

FILMMAKERS

FLORIAN BERTMER, Poster Art

KRENG, Composer
Pepijn Caudron was raised in Belgium by a musical family. His moth-
er played violin and his father played guitar.  When he was twelve he  
followed their lead and began singing and drumming in several local 
bands. Initially, his solo work was heavily influenced by the sample-ideol-
ogy of hip-hop and the sound of labels like Mo’ Wax and Ninja Tune in 
the late 90’s. A growing interest in 20th century classical music gradually 
infused his work with a more theatrical feel. 

Caudron entered the Kunsthumaniora Brussels (an art school for aspir-
ing actors and dancers) in 1992 and graduated cum laude. Until 2004 
he worked primarily as an actor in theater, film and television, perform-
ing in over thirty plays in leading roles such as the eponymous Hamlet, 
and Banquo in Macbeth. It was during this time that Caudron developed 
his trademark sound and created a vast archive of unreleased material  
under the moniker Kreng. 

After attending a performance by the Belgian surrealist horror-theatre 
company Abattoir Fermé, Caudron approached artistic director Stef  
Lernous and was hired to score their next performance. Since 2004, Kreng 
and Abattoir Fermé have collaborated on more than thirty plays, most of 
which feature little or no dialogue allowing the music to become an extra 
character that drives the narrative. Many of these plays have toured inter-
nationally for several years. 

After more than a decade of stage related work, Caudron, returned to his lifelong passion for film soundtracks influenced 
by a wide range of composers from the inevitable Bernard Herrmann to Ennio Morricone’s 70’s giallo period stretching 
out to more contemporary masters like Trent Reznor, Brian Reitzell and Joseph Bishara. Along with an already successful 
recording and theatre composing career he has decided to dedicate a major part of his time to creating music for film. 

Since joining SpectreVision/Redbird Music in 2013, Caudron has scored Cooties, the feature soundtrack for which 
was released on September 18, 2015. His second score was for the feature film Camino, starring Zoë Bell, Nacho  
Vigalondo and Francisco Barreiro, premiered in September 2015 at Fantastic Fest in Austin, Texas to rave reviews.



PRODUCTION NOTES
Lowlife is a labor of love for everyone involved. We put our literal blood, sweat, and tears into the production (see the 
production trivia for details).

Director Ryan Prows brought the idea for the story to 
his fellow AFI alums and collaborators Tim Cairo, Jake 
Gibson, Shaye Ogbonna, and Maxwell Towson in  
early 2015. The five had been working together under 
the Tomm Fondle banner on various projects since meet-
ing at the American Film Institute in 2009. Producers  
Narineh Hacopian, an AFI classmate and frequent Tomm 
Fondle collaborator, and Derek Bishé came on board in 
the summer of 2015 to help bring Lowlife to life. 

The production team was primarily a collection of AFI 
alumni from the class of 2011, all of whom worked with 
Ryan and Tomm Fondle over numerous projects.

Casting began in earnest in late 2015 with the  
attachment of Nicki Micheaux. Ryan had envisioned the 
role of CRYSTAL for Nicki since they worked together 
on Ryan’s Student Academy Award-winning short film,  
Narcocorrido, so the team wrote the role with Nicki in 
mind. For the character of TEDDY “BEAR” HAYNES, Ryan 
was a fan of Mark Burnham’s work in Wrong Cops and 

he couldn’t see anyone else playing Teddy after meeting Mark. Casting the role of EL MONSTRUO was always going 
to be a challenge, but when former bodybuilding champion Ricardo Adam Zarate walked into the room, the team knew 
they had found their ideal luchador. 

Cinematographer Benjamin Kitchens was attached from the start, and he brought along his dedicated team of camera, 
grip and lighting personnel, many of them also AFI alumni. Benjamin was also instrumental in securing a grant from Mike 
Carter at Panavision Hollywood for the camera package.

Production Designer Callie Andreadis, 
joined the project only a couple of weeks 
out from production and saved our collective 
hide with her brilliant work in an incredibly 
short amount of time. We are so fortunate 
that her availability worked out and she was 
able to be part of our team. 

Special Effects Makeup team Sierra Spence 
and Josh Russell of Russell FX juggled their 
busy schedules as well to bring all the vio-
lence and horror in the story to the screen.

Lowlife was shot in 18 days in East Los Ange-
les and the San Fernando Valley. Principal 
photography began on February 2, 2016.

Editors Brett Bachman and Jarod Shannon 
were involved from the start, preparing  
dailies and assembling the footage as the 
shoot progressed.

Production Designer Callie Andreadis preps the set as Ricardo Adam Zarate 
(El Monstruo) looks on. 

Counterclockwise from the left, Writer/Actor Shaye Ogbonna, 
Writer/Producer Tim Cairo, Writer Maxwell Michael Towson, 
Producer Derek Bishé, Director Ryan Prows, Writer/Executive  
Producer Jake Gibson, and Producer Narineh Hacopian on the 
set of Lowlife.



In post production, Ryan collaborated with his Narcocorrido post sound team, Owen Granich-Young and Brett Hinton. 
Colorist Loren White at Lookwell Post and the team at Tunnel Post rounded out the post production team under the Post 
Supervision of picture editor Brett Bachman. Brett also introduced the team to world-reknown composer Kreng, who was 
immediately taken with the film and delivered an incredible original score.

Some fun (and not so fun?!) production trivia:

• The location for Crystal’s motel was also featured in the Tomm Fondle web 
series Boomerang Kids. 

• The crew halted production and called 911 in response to an incident at the 
motel while filming there. After handling the emergency, the responding offi-
cers acted as impromptu technical advisors and weighed in on the authenticity 
of our opening immigration arrest.

• The scenes of Teddy’s organ harvesting and sex-trafficking operation were 
shot in a former meat-packing warehouse, inside the old room-sized freezers.

• Actor Jon Oswald, who played the role of Randy, had to be kept out of 
public view because of his full face swastika tattoo. The production team was 
always around him when exterior scenes were being shot to make sure the 
public realized he was in makeup for a film, and not actually an asshole Nazi.

• Jon’s tattoo for his role as Randy was airbrushed on to his face every morn-
ing in a 2-hour process in Writer/Producer Tim Cairo’s living room by our 
amazing special makeup effects artists Mayera Abeita and Jennifer Quinteros. 

• The team worked with Homeboy Industries’ employment counselors to cast supporting roles and voice actors.  
Homeboy Industries is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, whose mission is to help the formerly gang involved and the 
previously incarcerated men and women by offering hope, training and job skills.

• Writer/Executive Producer Jake Gibson did all of the craft services shopping.

• The entire production office & craft services was packed and unpacked into producer Narineh Hacopian’s Prius daily.

• Producer Derek Bishé cracked his head open while 
working on the G&E truck late one night and called  
Narineh to make sure he wasn’t concussed as he bled 
all over his shirt (he’s ok!). 

• Writer/Executive Producer Jake Gibson, Writer/ 
Producer Tim Cairo, and Producer Derek Bishé appear 
as dead ICE Agents in a few moments of the finale. In that 
scene, Jake inadvertently took a bit of a beating from El  
Monstruo and walked away with a bruised sternum 
(he’s ok!).

• Some of the blood on Actor Jon Oswald’s head at the 
end is his own, as he took an accidental swipe with a 
prop handgun (he’s ok!).

PRODUCTION NOTES

Producers Narineh Hacopian and Derek 
Bishé at the makeshift production office on 
set.

Jon Oswald as Randy and Nicki Micheaux as Crystal. 



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Lowlife is an unflinching look at modern America seen through the eyes of its forgotten underbelly class. 

And while the audience is faced with the harsh realities of these lives, there’s a light in the darkness. Our heroes band 
together despite their differences and fight back against impossible odds. They refuse to stay trapped in their increasingly 
tragic predicaments.

Fear breeds desperation, but the people of Lowlife decide to fight this poison tooth and nail. Hopefully, the audience’s 
eyes will be opened just that much wider to the possibility of doing the same.

Director Ryan Prows examimes the special effects carnage on the set of LOWLIFE.
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lowlife - production still

Teddy ‘Bear’ Haynes (Mark Burnham) takes his frustrations out with some choice weapons.



lowlife - production still

Crystal (Nicki Micheaux, left) shares a tender moment with her husband, Dan (King Orba, right).



lowlife - production still

El Monstruo (Ricardo Adam Zarate) prays at his family’s shrine to his father.



lowlife - production still

Randy (Jon Oswald, left), Crystal (Nicki Micheaux, center) and Kaylee (Santana Dempsey, right) take cover.



lowlife - production still

Keith (Shaye Ogbonna) contemplates what prison has done to his friend.



lowlife - behind the scenes

Left to right, Jake Gibson, Tim Cairo, Maxwell Michael Towson and Shaye Ogbonna on the set of Lowlife.  Photo by Alex Lombardi.



lowlife - behind the scenes

Santana Dempsey as Kaylee with Costume Designer Alicia Ast.



lowlife - behind the scenes

Director Ryan Prows and Cinematographer Benjamin Kitchens watch a take from the lead car in a driving shot on the set of Lowlife.



lowlife - behind the scenes

Stunt Coordinator Robert Dill gives Jon Oswald (Randy) notes on his sledgehammer swing.  Photo by Raymond Liu.



lowlife - behind the scenes

Director Ryan Prows and Nicki Micheaux as Crystal, share a laugh on the set of Lowlife.  Photo by Elizabeth Kitchens.


